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Smart Grid and Enabling Technologies 2021-08-16
smart grid and enabling technologies discover foundational topics in smart grid technology as well as an
exploration of the current and future state of the industry as the relationship between fossil fuel use and climate
change becomes ever clearer the search is on for reliable renewable and less harmful sources of energy sometimes
called the electronet or the energy internet smart grids promise to integrate renewable energy information and
communication technologies with the existing electrical grid and deliver electricity more efficiently and reliably
smart grid and enabling technologies delivers a complete vision of smart grid technology and applications
including foundational and fundamental technologies the technology that enables smart grids the current state of
the industry and future trends in smart energy the book offers readers thorough discussions of modern smart grid
technology including advanced metering infrastructure net zero energy buildings and communication data
management and networks in smart grids the accomplished authors also discuss critical challenges and barriers
facing the smart grid industry as well as trends likely to be of importance in its future development readers will
also benefit from the inclusion of a thorough introduction to smart grid architecture including traditional grids the
fundamentals of electric power definitions and classifications of smart grids and the components of smart grid
technology an exploration of the opportunities and challenges posed by renewable energy integration practical
discussions of power electronics in the smart grid including power electronics converters for distributed
generation flexible alternating current transmission systems and high voltage direct current transmission systems
an analysis of distributed generation perfect for scientists researchers engineers graduate students and senior
undergraduate students studying and working with electrical power systems and communication systems smart
grid and enabling technologies will also earn a place in the libraries of economists government planners and
regulators policy makers and energy stakeholders working in the smart grid field

Energy Security and Development 2015-02-05
this volume provides a systematic framework for energy suppliers policy makers academics students and all others
interested in energy security and analyzes key issues concerning energy security and sustainability with the help of
a wealth of data while sustainability is the broadest objective energy security is an important part of it at the global
national and societal levels the development of a sustainable long term solution to meeting the world s energy
needs is a defining issue of our time since central global challenges that the world faces poverty alleviation climate
change and environmental degradation are directly linked to energy security the contributions cover key issues in
sustainable energy and illustrate that the insecurity of a majority of countries owes to internal factors which have
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more to do with market forces inefficient technologies lack of institutions environmental insecurity pricing
mechanisms etc and less to do with the international situation the links between energy and development are both
direct and indirect directly energy provides several services and utilities to maintain human well being and also
does so indirectly through stakeholders this volume addresses both the direct and indirect links and provides
sustainable alternatives helping readers to better grasp the resilience of both socio economic and resource sub
systems in the process the issues affecting energy supply and demand including technology portfolios
environmental considerations and consumer attitudes are thoroughly discussed one of the critical questions that
arises is how to facilitate energy investment the investment climate and the key issues involved are analyzed
including the capital flows with reasonable and stable investment frameworks timely decision making by
governments and open markets the broad objective of the volume is to foster a deeper understanding of the
concept of energy security and to identify the methods of analysis policy initiatives and future research needed to
generate a balanced pattern of energy use and mitigate its impact on humanity and the environment

Telecommunication Networks for the Smart Grid 2016-07-31
this comprehensive new resource demonstrates how to build smart grids utilizing the latest telecommunications
technologies readers find practical coverage of plc and wireless for smart grid and are given concise excerpts of
the different technologies networks and services around it design and planning guidelines are shown through the
combination of electricity grid and telecommunications technologies that support the reliability performance and
security requirements needed in smart grid applications this book covers a wide range of critical topics including
telecommunications for power engineers power engineering for telecommunications engineers utility applications
projecting in smart grids technologies for smart grid networks and telecommunications architecture this practical
reference is supported with in depth case studies

ISGW 2018 Compendium of Technical Papers 2019-11-23
this book presents selected articles from india smart grid week isgw 2018 held on march 5 to 9 2018 at the
manekshaw centre new delhi india it was the fourth conference and exhibition on smart grids and smart cities
organized by the india smart grid forum isgf a government of india public private partnership tasked with
accelerating smart grid deployment across the country providing current scenario based updates on the indian
power sector the book also highlights various disruptive technologies
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Smart Grids 2017-11-22
the latest edition features a new chapter on implementation and operation of an integrated smart grid with
updates to multiple chapters throughout the text new sections on internet of things and how they relate to smart
grids and smart cities have also been added to the book it describes the impetus for change in the electric utility
industry and discusses the business drivers benefits and market outlook of the smart grid initiative the book
identifies the technical framework of enabling technologies and smart solutions and describes the role of
technology developments and coordinated standards in smart grid including various initiatives and organizations
helping to drive the smart grid effort with chapters written by leading experts in the field the text explains how to
plan integrate implement and operate a smart grid

Building an Effective Security Program for Distributed Energy
Resources and Systems 2021-04-06
building an effective security program for distributed energy resources and systems build a critical and effective
security program for ders building an effective security program for distributed energy resources and systems
requires a unified approach to establishing a critical security program for der systems and smart grid applications
the methodology provided integrates systems security engineering principles techniques standards and best
practices this publication introduces engineers on the design implementation and maintenance of a security
program for distributed energy resources ders smart grid and industrial control systems it provides security
professionals with understanding the specific requirements of industrial control systems and real time constrained
applications for power systems this book describes the cybersecurity needs for ders and power grid as critical
infrastructure introduces the information security principles to assess and manage the security and privacy risks of
the emerging smart grid technologies outlines the functions of the security program as well as the scope and
differences between traditional it system security requirements and those required for industrial control systems
such as scada systems offers a full array of resources cybersecurity concepts frameworks and emerging trends
security professionals and engineers can use building an effective security program for distributed energy
resources and systems as a reliable resource that is dedicated to the essential topic of security for distributed
energy resources and power grids they will find standards guidelines and recommendations from standards
organizations such as iso iec nist ieee enisa isa isaca and isf conveniently included for reference within chapters
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Smart Grid Applications and Developments 2014-07-25
meeting today s energy and climate challenges require not only technological advancement but also a good
understanding of stakeholders perceptions political sensitivity well informed policy analyses and innovative
interdisciplinary solutions this book will fill this gap this is an interdisciplinary informative book to provide a
holistic and integrated understanding of the technology stakeholder policy interactions of smart grid technologies
the unique features of the book include the following a interdisciplinary approach by bringing in the policy
dimensions to smart grid technologies b global and asian perspective and c learning from national case studies this
book is organised into five sections part 1 discusses the historical and conceptual aspects of smart grids part 2
introduces the technological aspects and showcase the state of the art of the technologies part 3 explores the
policy and governance dimensions by bringing in a stakeholder perspective part 4 presents a collection of national
case studies part 5 shares insights and lesson learnt and provide policy recommendations this book showcases the
state of the art r d developments and policy experiences this book contributes to a better understanding of
governance institution and policy challenges and helps formulate policy recommendations for successful smart grid
deployment

Innovations and artificial intelligence along the energy industry
value chain taking into account data security and data protection
2022-01-01
the energy industry worldwide is facing one of the most profound changes in its history which will be accompanied
by breakthrough innovations and the exponentially evolving use of artificial intelligence in business processes in
addition to the use of artificial intelligence and ai supported unmanned systems on land at sea and in the air
distributed ledger technologies extended reality and 3d print based on cyber physical systems and the internet of
things as well as process mining robotic process automation data science and cloud computing for example will not
only decisively shape a sustainable energy supply system in the future but also accelerate the transformation to
energy industry 4 0 at the same time the increasingly strong networking smart grid smart meter smart home smart
city of the energy industry and its environment is associated with a growing risk potential which must be expanded
in the future as part of a high quality cyber resilience in particular through the use of artificial intelligence without
the development and use of innovations and artificial intelligence in the context of increasingly digitized business
processes there is a risk that neither the energy transition can be successfully implemented nor climate change
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combated in addition to the fundamentals of the classic primarily analog energy industry the publication addresses
the possible paradigm shift that will be characterized by innovations disruptive technologies and digital business
models in the energy industry

Blockchain-Based Systems for the Modern Energy Grid 2022-09-13
blockchain based systems for a paradigm shift in the energy grid explores the technologies and tools to utilize
blockchain for energy grids and assists professionals and researchers to find alternative solutions for the future of
the energy sector the focus of this globally edited book is on the application of blockchain technology and the
balance between supply and demand for energy and where it is achievable looking at the integration of blockchain
and how it will make the network resistant to any failure in sub components this book has very clearly explores the
areas of energy sector that need in depth study of blockchain for expanding energy markets meeting the demands
of energy by local trading verifying use of green energy certificates and providing a greater understanding of
smart energy grids and blockchain use cases exhaustively exploring the use of blockchain for energy this reference
useful for all those in the energy industry looking to avoid disruption in the grid and sustain and control successful
flow of electricity methods and techniques of blockchain based trading and payments are included provides
process diagrams in techniques and balancing demand and supply internet of energy and its architecture for the
future energy sector is explained

Sustainable Energy and Environment 2019-09-20
here is a comprehensive introductory discussion of earth energy and the environment in an integrated manner that
will lead to an appreciation of our complex planet the book looks at earth from the perspective of a livable planet
and elaborates on the surface and subsurface processes and the various energy cycles where energy is
transformed and stored in the planet s various spheres the chapters discuss the interactions between the different
parts of earth how energy is exchanged between the atmosphere hydrosphere biosphere and geosphere and how
they impact the environment in which we live

Smart Cities 2017-08-03
this book reviews the applications technologies standards and other issues related to smart cities the book is
divided into broad topical sections including vision reality technologies standards transportation considerations
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and infrastructure environment in these sections authors who are experts in their fields present essential aspects
of applications technologies requirements and best practices in all cases the authors have direct substantive
experience with the subject and present an important viewpoint driven by industry or governmental interests the
authors have each participated in the development and or deployment of constituent technologies standards and
applications and share unique perspectives on key areas of the smart city

Blockchain-Based Smart Grids 2020-05-14
blockchain based smart grids presents emerging applications of blockchain in electrical system and looks to future
developments in the use of blockchain technology in the energy market rapid growth of renewable energy
resources in power systems and significant developments in the telecommunication systems has resulted in new
market designs being employed to cover unpredictable and distributed generation of electricity this book considers
the marriage of blockchain and grid modernization and discusses the transaction shifts in smart grids from
centralized to peer to peer structures in addition it addresses the effective application of these structures to speed
up processes resulting in more flexible electricity systems aimed at moving towards blockchain based smart grids
with renewable applications this book is useful to researchers and practitioners in all sectors of smart grids
including renewable energy providers manufacturers and professionals involved in electricity generation from
renewable sources grid modernization and smart grid applications considers the current challenges facing smart
grids and presents solutions on how blockchain technology could counter these issues incorporates detailed
applications of blockchain in smart grids based on dynamic research and developments includes models algorithms
and frameworks to practically demonstrate the uses of blockchain technology written by a global group of authors
for worldwide coverage

Application of Smart Grid Technologies 2018-05-29
application of smart grid technologies case studies in saving electricity in different parts of the world provides a
wide international view of smart grid technologies and their implementation in all regions of the globe a brief
overview of smart grid concepts and state of the art technologies is followed by sections that highlight smart grid
experiences in asia africa north america south america europe and australasia chapters address select countries or
sub regions presenting their local technological needs and specificities status of smart grid implementation
technologies of choice impacts on their electricity markets and future trends similar chapter makes it easier to
compare these experiences in a time when the smart grid is becoming a worldwide reality this book is ideal for
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professionals in power transmission and distribution companies as well as students and researchers in the same
field it is also useful for those involved in energy management and policymaking presents the status and challenges
of smart grid technologies and their implementation around the globe includes global case studies written by local
experts and organized for easy comparison provides a brief overview of smart grid concepts and currently
available technologies

Hybrid Intelligence for Smart Grid Systems 2021-10-21
this book provides an overview of distributed control and distributed optimization theory followed by specific
details on industrial applications to smart grid systems it discusses the fundamental analysis and design schemes
for developing actual working smart grids and covers all aspects concerning the conventional and nonconventional
methods of their use hybrid intelligence for smart grid systems provides an overview of a smart grid along with its
needs benefits challenges and existing structure and describes the inverter topologies adopted for integrating
renewable power and provides an overview of its needs benefits challenges and possible future technologies this
pioneering book is a must read for researchers engineering professionals and students giving them the tools
needed to move from the concept of a smart grid to its actual design and implementation moreover it will enable
regulators policymakers and energy executives to understand the future of energy delivery systems towards safe
economical high quality power delivery in a dynamic and demanding environment

Solving Urban Infrastructure Problems Using Smart City
Technologies 2020-09-22
solving urban infrastructure problems using smart city technologies is the most complete guide for integrating
next generation smart city technologies into the very foundation of urban areas worldwide showing how to make
urban areas more efficient more sustainable and safer smart cities are complex systems of systems that encompass
all aspects of modern urban life a key component of their success is creating an ecosystem of smart infrastructures
that can work together to enable dynamic real time interactions between urban subsystems such as transportation
energy healthcare housing food entertainment work social interactions and governance solving urban
infrastructure problems using smart city technologies is a complete reference for building a holistic system level
perspective on smart and sustainable cities leveraging big data analytics and strategies for planning zoning and
public policy it offers in depth coverage and practical solutions for how smart cities can utilize resident s
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intellectual and social capital press environmental sustainability increase personalization mobility and higher
quality of life brings together experts from academia government and industry to offer state of the art solutions for
urban system problems showing how smart technologies can be used to improve the lives of the billions of people
living in cities across the globe demonstrates practical implementation solutions through real life case studies
enhances reader comprehension with learning aid such as hands on exercises questions and answers checklists
chapter summaries chapter review questions exercise problems and more

Cybersecurity in the Electricity Sector 2019-08-30
this book offers a systematic explanation of cybersecurity protection of electricity supply facilities including
discussion of related costs relevant standards and recent solutions the author explains the current state of
cybersecurity in the electricity market and cybersecurity standards that apply in that sector he then offers a
systematic approach to cybersecurity management including new methods of cybersecurity assessment cost
evaluation and comprehensive defence this monograph is suitable for practitioners professionals and researchers
engaged in critical infrastructure protection

Advances in the Convergence of Blockchain and Artificial
Intelligence 2022-01-12
blockchain bc and artificial intelligence ai are currently two of the hottest computer science topics and their future
seems bright however their convergence is not straightforward and more research is needed in both fields thus
this book presents some of the latest advances in the convergence of bc and ai gives useful guidelines for future
researchers on how bc can help ai and how ai can become smarter thanks to the use of bc this book specifically
analyzes the past of bc through the history of bitcoin and then looks into the future from massive internet of things
iot deployments to the so called metaverse and to the next generation of ai powered bc based cyber secured
applications

Handbook of Research on 5G Networks and Advancements in
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Computing, Electronics, and Electrical Engineering 2021-06-25
the advent of the emerging fifth generation 5g networks has changed the paradigm of how computing electronics
and electrical cee systems are interconnected cee devices and systems with the help of the 5g technology can now
be seamlessly linked in a way that is rapidly turning the globe into a digital world smart cities and internet of
things have come to stay but not without some challenges which must be discussed the handbook of research on
5g networks and advancements in computing electronics and electrical engineering focuses on current
technological innovations as the world rapidly heads towards becoming a global smart city it covers important
topics such as power systems electrical engineering mobile communications network security and more this book
examines vast types of technologies and their roles in society with a focus on how each works the impacts it has
and the future for developing a global smart city this book is ideal for both industrial and academic researchers
scientists engineers educators practitioners developers policymakers scholars and students interested in 5g
technology and the future of engineering computing and technology in human society

Plug In Electric Vehicles in Smart Grids 2014-11-29
this book focuses on the state of the art in worldwide research on applying optimization approaches to intelligently
control charging and discharging of batteries of plug in electric vehicles pevs in smart grids network constraints
cost considerations the number and penetration level of pevs utilization of pevs by their owners ancillary services
load forecasting risk analysis etc are all different criteria considered by the researchers in developing
mathematical based equations which represent the presence of pevs in electric networks different objective
functions can be defined and different optimization methods can be utilized to coordinate the performance of pevs
in smart grids this book will be an excellent resource for anyone interested in grasping the current state of
applying different optimization techniques and approaches that can manage the presence of pevs in smart grids

Power System SCADA and Smart Grids 2017-12-19
power system scada and smart grids brings together in one concise volume the fundamentals and possible
application functions of power system supervisory control and data acquisition scada the text begins by providing
an overview of scada systems evolution and use in power systems and the data acquisition process it then
describes the components of scada systems from the legacy remote terminal units rtus to the latest intelligent
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electronic devices ieds data concentrators and master stations as well as examines the building and practical
implementation of different scada systems offers a comprehensive discussion of the data communication protocols
and media usage covers substation automation sa which forms the basis for transmission distribution and customer
automation addresses distribution automation and distribution management systems da dms and energy
management systems ems for transmission control centers discusses smart distribution smart transmission and
smart grid solutions such as smart homes with home energy management systems hems plugged hybrid electric
vehicles and more power system scada and smart grids is designed to assist electrical engineering students
researchers and practitioners alike in acquiring a solid understanding of scada systems and application functions
in generation transmission and distribution systems which are evolving day by day to help them adapt to new
challenges effortlessly the book reveals the inner secrets of scada systems unveils the potential of the smart grid
and inspires more minds to get involved in the development process

Smart Energy Management for Smart Grids 2020-03-16
this book is a contribution from the authors to share solutions for a better and sustainable power grid renewable
energy smart grid security and smart energy management are the main topics discussed in this book

Innovationen und künstliche Intelligenz entlang der
energiewirtschaftlichen Wertschöpfungskette unter
Berücksichtigung der Datensicherheit und des Datenschutzes
2021-01-01
die energiewirtschaft steht weltweit vor einer der tiefgreifendsten veränderungen ihrer geschichte welche mit
bahnbrechenden innovationen und dem sich exponentiell entwickelnden einsatz von künstlicher intelligenz in den
geschäftsprozessen einhergehen werden neben dem einsatz der künstlichen intelligenz und ki gestützten
unbemannten systemen zu land zu wasser und in der luft werden beispielsweise distributed ledger technologien
extended reality und der 3d druck auf der basis von cyber physischen systemen und dem internet of things sowie
von process mining robotic process automation data science und cloud computing in zukunft ein nachhaltiges
energieversorgungssystem nicht nur entscheidend prägen sondern auch den wandel zur energiewirtschaft 4 0
beschleunigen zugleich ist die zunehmend stärkere vernetzung smart grid smart meter smart home smart city der
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energiewirtschaft und ihres umfelds mit einem wachsenden risikopotenzial verbunden welche es im rahmen einer
hochwertigen cyber resilienz künftig insbesondere durch den einsatz von künstlicher intelligenz auszubauen gilt
ohne die entwicklung und den einsatz von innovationen sowie der künstlichen intelligenz im rahmen der
zunehmend stärker digitalisierten geschäftsprozesse besteht das risiko dass weder die energiewende erfolgreich
umgesetzt noch der klimawandel bekämpft werden können die publikation thematisiert neben den grundlagen der
klassisch primär analogen energiewirtschaft den möglichen paradigmenwechsel welcher durch innovationen
disruptive technologien und digitale geschäftsmodelle in der energiewirtschaft geprägt sein wird

ISUW 2021 2022-05-27
this book presents selected articles from india smart utilty week isuw 2021 which is the seventh edition of the
conference cum exhibition on smart grids and smart cities organized by india smart grid forum from 02 05 march
2021 in new delhi india isgf is a public private partnership initiative of the ministry of power govt of india with the
mandate of accelerating smart grid deployments across the country this book gives current scenario updates of
indian power sector business it also highlights various disruptive technologies for power sector business

Cybersecurity and Resilience in the Arctic 2020-07-24
until recently the arctic was almost impossible for anyone other than indigenous peoples and explorers to traverse
pervasive arctic sea ice and harsh climatological conditions meant that the region was deemed incapable of
supporting industrial activity or a western lifestyle in the last decade however that longstanding reality has been
dramatically and permanently altered receding sea ice coupled with growing geopolitical disputes over arctic
resources territory and transportation channels has stimulated efforts to exploit newly open waterways to identify
and extract desirable resources and to leverage industrial commercial and transportation opportunities emerging
throughout the region this book presents papers from the nato advanced research workshop arw governance for
cyber security and resilience in the arctic held in rovaniemi finland from 27 30 january 2019 the workshop brought
together top scholars in cybersecurity risk assessment governance and resilience to discuss potential analytical
and governing strategies and offer perspectives on how to improve critical arctic infrastructure against various
human and natural threats the book is organized in three sections according to topical group and plenary
discussions at the meeting on cybersecurity infrastructure and threats analytical strategies for infrastructure
threat absorption and resilience and legal frameworks and governance options to promote cyber resilience
summaries and detailed analysis are included within each section as summary chapters in the book the book
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provides a background on analytical tools relevant to risk and resilience analytics including risk assessment
decision analysis supply chain management and resilience analytics it will allow government native and civil
society groups military stakeholders and civilian practitioners to understand better on how to enhance the arctic s
resilience against various natural and anthropogenic challenges

Augmented Corporate Valuation 2022-04-23
standard corporate evaluation approaches are improved by trendy innovation especially as it concerns
technological scale up and environmental issues such as digital networking or esg compliance whereas traditional
firm appraisal follows institutional guidelines and best practices frontier research still must define the boundaries
of these trendy issues linking a strong theoretical background to practical advances that still need fine tuning this
book written by an academic who is also a senior consultant combines theoretical rigor with practical insights
providing an innovative framework for researchers evaluators managers and practitioners

Smart Energy Research. At the Crossroads of Engineering,
Economics, and Computer Science 2017-08-29
this volume consists of revised selected papers presented at the 3rd and 4th international conference on smart
energy research smarter europe 2016 and 2017 held in essen germany in february 2016 and 2017 the 13 full
papers included in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 25 submissions the papers discuss
recent advances and experiences in building and using new it based solutions for smart grids and smart markets
combining the knowledge of different disciplines such as engineering business management and economics as well
as computer science they reflect the versatility and the complexity of the transformation process in the energy
sector and also show the great need for research that is required to achieve the high targets for a digitized and
sustainable energy landscape

ISUW 2020 2022-05-09
this book presents selected articles from india smart utilty week isuw 2020 which is the sixth edition of the
conference cum exhibition on smart grids and smart cities organized by india smart grid forum from march 03 07
2020 in new delhi india isgf is a public private partnership initiative of the ministry of power govt of india with the
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mandate of accelerating smart grid deployments across the country this book gives current scenario updates of
indian power sector business it also highlights various disruptive technologies for power sector business

Artificial Intelligence-based Smart Power Systems 2022-12-20
authoritative resource describing the artificial intelligence and advanced technologies in smart power systems with
simulation examples and case studies artificial intelligence based smart power systems presents advanced
technologies used in various aspects of smart power systems especially grid connected and industrial evolution
covering many new topics such as distribution phasor management blockchain technologies for smart power
systems the application of deep learning and reinforced learning and artificial intelligence techniques the text also
explores the potential consequences of artificial intelligence and advanced technologies in smart power systems in
the forthcoming years to enhance and reinforce learning the highly qualified editors include many learning
resources throughout the text including matlab and hil codes end of chapter problems end of book solutions
practical examples and case studies artificial intelligence based smart power systems includes specific information
on topics such as modeling and analysis of smart power systems covering steady state analysis dynamic analysis
voltage stability and more recent advancement in power electronics for smart power systems covering power
electronic converters for renewable energy sources electric vehicles and hdvc facts distribution phasor
measurement units pmu in smart power systems covering the need for pmu in distribution and automation of
system reconfigurations power and energy management systems for microgrids engineering colleges and
universities along with industry research centers can use the in depth subject coverage and the extensive
supplementary learning resources found in artificial intelligence based smart power systems to gain a holistic
understanding of the subject and be able to harness that knowledge within a myriad of practical applications

Information Systems and Technologies 2023-07-26
unlock the transformative power of blockchain technology with blockchain applications transforming industries
enhancing security and addressing ethical considerations this edited volume brings together leading experts and
their thought provoking chapters on blockchain s diverse applications from healthcare to finance and from energy
to supply chain delve into the latest advancements in cybersecurity smart contracts and audit digitalization
discover how blockchain is revolutionizing the tourism industry and enabling decentralized autonomous
organizations explore the potential of deep learning for disease detection and gain insights into the legal and
market challenges of non fungible tokens nfts with real world examples and case studies this book showcases
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blockchain s tangible benefits which include increased transparency enhanced security and improved efficiency it
also improves understanding of the ethical considerations and regulatory implications surrounding blockchain
adoption for responsible implementation this invaluable resource is for professionals researchers and technology
enthusiasts alike offering unique perspectives and cutting edge research join us on a captivating journey through
the world of blockchain applications experience its potential to reshape industries enhance security and pave the
way for a transparent and decentralized future discover the keywords defining this volume blockchain technology
transformative potential cybersecurity smart contracts decentralized autonomous organizations deep learning
techniques non fungible tokens transparency security efficiency ethical considerations regulatory implications real
world examples and cutting edge research embrace the revolution and unlock the limitless possibilities of
blockchain technology

Blockchain Applications 2018-07-20
the internet of things iot enhances customer experience increases the amount of data gained through connected
devices and widens the scope of analytics this provides a range of exciting marketing possibilities such as selling
existing products and services more effectively delivering truly personalized customer experiences and potentially
creating new products and services smart marketing with the internet of things is an essential reference source
that discusses the use of the internet of things in marketing as well as its importance in enhancing the customer
experience featuring research on topics such as augmented reality sensor networks and wearable technology this
book is ideally designed for business professionals marketing managers marketing strategists academicians
researchers and graduate level students seeking coverage on the use of iot in enhancing customer marketing
outcomes

Smart Marketing With the Internet of Things 2023-07-10
electricity decentralization in the european union towards zero carbon and energy transition second edition
examines progress in decentralization across the european union with each chapter focusing on developments and
innovations in a specific country sections provide an overview of the current role and state of smart grids the
conceptualization of energy transition and specific cases across all eu states across the chapters regulatory
frameworks are assessed to identify to what extent it is conducive to decentralization with specific outcomes of
decentralization covered in detail including deployment of smart grids and meters demand response electric
vehicles and storage the book highlights how specific eu member states are progressing towards deployment of
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these tools and technologies along with the specific needs and regulatory barriers in each and recommendations
for how regulation can be more encouraging in addition electricity interconnections in the eu are considered as a
vital step towards decentralization in order to boost energy security and energy efficiency finally the book includes
a detailed examination of data protection concerns that arise from the advent of new technologies that collect
personal information such as smart grids assessing current regulation on data protection and identifying areas for
improvement as well as innovative finance options for sustainable energy analyzes the regulatory environment with
regard to decentralization explores new tools and technologies to facilitate decentralization along with current
progress in each addresses barriers and suggests improvements across tools technologies and regulations

Electricity Decentralization in the European Union 2012-12-13
the scope of the research presented includes semantic based integration of data services in smart grids achieved
through following the proposed s2 in approach developed corresponding to design science guidelines this
approach identifies standards and specifications which are integrated in order to build the basis for the s2 in
architecture a process model is introduced in the beginning which serves as framework for developing the target
architecture the first step of the process stipulates to define requirements for smart grid ict architectures being
derived from established studies and divided into two classes architecture and non functional requirements nfr
based on the architecture requirements the following specifications have been basically selected the iec cim
representing a domain specific data model the opc ua being a communication standard with special respects to
information modeling and wsmo as an approach to realize the concept of semantic services the next step specifies
to develop both a semantic information model integration of cim and opc ua and semantic services integration of
cim and wsmo these two components are then combined to obtain the target architecture which allows precise
descriptions of services as well as their combination and semi automatic execution finally the nfr are considered in
order to evaluate the architecture based on simulated representative use cases

Semantic Service Integration for Smart Grids 2022-12-13
this book constitutes the proceedings of the third international conference on smart multimedia icsm 2022 which
was held in marseille france during august 25 27 2022 the 30 full papers and 4 short paper presented in this
volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 68 submissions the contributions were organized in topical
sections as follows machine learning for multimedia image processing multimedia applications multimedia for
medicine and health care smart homes multimedia environments and metaverse deep learning on video and music
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haptic industrial

Smart Multimedia 2021
cybersecurity management looks at the current state of cybercrime and explores how organizations can develop
resources and capabilities to prepare themselves for the changing cybersecurity environment

Cybersecurity Management 2016-02-15
this book presents a cross disciplinary approach to smart grids offering an invaluable basis for understanding their
complexity and potential and for discussing their technical legal economic societal psychological and security
aspects smart grids are a complex phenomenon involving new active roles for consumers and prosumers novel
social political and cultural practices advanced ict new markets security of supply issues the informational turn in
energy valuation of assets and investments technological innovation and de regulation furthermore smart grids
offer new interfaces in turn creating hybrid fields with the increasing use of electric vehicles and electric
transportation smart grids represent the crossroads of energy and mobility while the aim is to achieve more
sustainable production transportation and use of energy the importance of smart grids actually has less to do with
electricity heat or gas and far more with transforming the infrastructure needed to deliver energy as well as the
roles of its owners operators and users the immediate goal is to contribute positively to a sustainable world society
the chapters are revised and expanded texts based upon lectures delivered at the groningen energy summer school
2014 questions for further discussion at the end of each chapter highlight the key themes that emerge the book
offers an indispensable resource for researchers professionals and companies in the power supply industry and for
students seeking to broaden and deepen their understanding of smart grids

Smart Grids from a Global Perspective 2018-12-28
the use of data in society has seen an exponential growth in recent years data science the field of research
concerned with understanding and analyzing data aims to find ways to operationalize data so that it can be
beneficially used in society for example in health applications urban governance or smart household devices the
legal questions that accompany the rise of new data driven technologies however are underexplored this book is
the first volume that seeks to map the legal implications of the emergence of data science it discusses the
possibilities and limitations imposed by the current legal framework considers whether regulation is needed to
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respond to problems raised by data science and which ethical problems occur in relation to the use of data it also
considers the emergence of data science and law as a new legal discipline

Research Handbook in Data Science and Law 2022-09-06
this book draws on social science analysis to understand the ongoing dynamics within and surrounding local
energy communities in reliably electrified countries belgium canada colombia france germany india the
netherlands spain switzerland and the united kingdom it offers a comprehensive overview of recent results and
thus outlines a diversity of drivers and levers for scaling up energy communities or at least local energy sharing
analysing the main types of energy communities such as collective self consumption citizen cooperatives and peer
to peer digital platforms the book does not only raise new questions for social scientists but also offers a
comprehensive overview for all those contributing to the circular economy and the decentralization of energy
production in inhabited areas where energy consumption is concentrated this book provides input for the ongoing
debates in many european countries implementing the national law on the european directives for energy
communities furthermore without evading the antagonism between cooperative and market approaches or the
contradictions between different issues the book outlines the innovative decision making tools that can facilitate
the development of local energy production and sharing systems as well as being of interest to postgraduates and
researchers in the field of energy studies this book will be vital to energy professionals looking to support local
energy communities decision making and design who wish to consider sociological organizational and territorial
dimensions

Local Energy Communities 2019-04-04
this book discusses the design and practice of environmental resources management for smart cities presenting
numerous city case studies it focuses on one specific environmental resource in each city environmental resources
are commonly owned properties that require active inputs from the government and the people and in any smart
city their management calls for a synchronous combination of e democracy e governance and iot internet of things
systems in a 24 7 framework smart environmental resources management uses information and communication
technologies the internet of things internet of governance e governance and internet of people e democracy along
with conventional resource management tools to achieve coordinated effective and efficient management
development and conservation that equitably improves ecological and economic welfare without compromising the
sustainability of development ecosystems and stakeholders
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Smart Environment for Smart Cities 2023-08-01
demand side peer to peer energy trading provides a comprehensive study of the latest developments in technology
protocols implementation and application of peer to peer and transactive energy concepts in energy systems and
their role in worldwide energy evolution and decarbonization efforts it presents practical aspects and approaches
with evidence from applications to real world energy systems through in depth technical discussions use cases and
examples this multidisciplinary reference is suitable for researchers and industry stakeholders who focus on the
field of energy systems and energy economics as well as researchers and developers from different branches of
engineering energy computer sciences data economic and operation research fields

Demand-Side Peer-to-Peer Energy Trading
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